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Abstract— This project sought to solve the problem of misplaced books in libraries. Librarians are constantly 
frustrated by misplaced books due to library patrons placing them back incorrectly onto the shelves. The Library bot, is a 
robot that is able to autonomously traverse the aisles of a simulated model library while scanning books to determine, if they 
are in their expected locations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The aim of the full scale robot is to save library employees the daunting task of shelf reading and therefore enable a better 
allocation of resources within the library.  To automate the process of book finding and picking, we suggest a robot with an 
arm which will be able to find out the book with the bar code reader and then pick it and place it on the table. We will be 
placing the books in a rack and all the books will be tagged by Barcode reader and scanner will be used to detect the books. 
The IR obstacle sensor placed over the arm detects the book and then the gripper will close the jaws to get an hold of the 
book and then the robotic arm is lifted after which the robot moves in the reverse direction to the place it started from and 
places the book. 
 

II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
 

In general, library has misplaced books not at its desired rack position. To overcome this problem library robot is designed, 
that can able to autonomously traverse the aisles of a simulated model library while scanning books to determine, if they are 
in their expected locations. 
 

III. EXISITING METHODOLOGY 
 

Picks books from different pre-defined location and place it on common location using RFID tag. Book placement for 
performance of existing library system by using image processing technique.  And book searching is done by mobile phone 
software developed using net beans IDE integrated with JAVA wireless toolkit.  The software returns the reference number 
containing book code and shelf number describing location of the book .The user can send this code to library station to 
check the availability of the book using SMS service of GSM network. 
 

IV. WORKING METHODOLOGY 
 
The basic function of a Library robot is done by its joints. Joints are analogous to human joints and are used to join 

the two consecutive rigid bodies in the robot. They can be rotary joint or linear joint. To add a joint to any link of a robot, 
we need to know about the degrees of freedom and degrees of movement for that body part. Degrees of freedom implement 
the linear and rotational movement of the body.  The methodology is shown in fig 1. 

 
A simple pick and place robot can be controlled by controlling the movement of its end effectors. The motion can be 

using hydraulic motion, using hydraulic fluid under pressure to the drive the robot, or using pneumatic motion. 
 The wheels underneath the base help to move the robot to the desired location. The bottom or the base is attached with 
wheels which provide linear movement 
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 The rigid body supporting the end effectors bends or straightens up to reach the position where the object is placed. 
 The end effectors picks up the object with a strong grip and places it at the desired position. Now that we have got a 
brief idea of the pick and place robot, the basic question is how it is actually controlled. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1. Working block diagram 
 
The end effectors should accommodate all 6 degrees of freedom, in order to reach all sides of the component, to take 

up position to any height. Working flow chart is shown in fig 2.This work flow give the procedure to be followed by the 
robot to pick and place the book in specified order and also how to recognize the required book using bar code reader will 
be in the flow chart. 

 
Fig 2  Flow chart 
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V. COMPONENTS USED 
 

i. DC motor ,Drives and Mechanical Gripper 
ii. IR Obstacle Sensor  
iii. Base plates 
iv. Aluminium angles 
v. Gear motors switches 
vi. Barcode scanner 
vii. Line sensor & distance sensor 
viii. ADC 
ix. Relay driver ULN 2003 
x. Angular gripper 
xi. Rotary actutor 
xii. Buzzer 
xiii. Sevo motor  
xiv. Stepper motor 
xv. H-bridge motor drive 
xvi. L293D 
xvii. Relay Driver 
xviii. Battery 
xix. Atmega 16 (256 bytes of EEPROM,2 Comparators, 8 channels of 10bit ADC, 2 capture/compare/PWM functions, a 

synchronous serial port that can be configured as either 3\wire SPI or 2wire I2C bus, a USART, and a Parallel Slave Port. 
operating voltage 4.0V to 5.5v) 

VI. ARM SPECIFICATION 
 

Table 1 Arm specification 
 

i. Rover:  It is the main body of the robot consisting of several rigid bodies like a cylinder or a sphere, joints and links. It is 
also known as a manipulator. 

ii. End-Effectors: It is the body connected to the last joint of the rover which is used for the purpose of gripping or handling 
objects. It can be an analogy to the arm of a human being. 

iii. Actuators: They are the drivers of the robot. It actually actuates the robot. It can be any motor like servo motor, stepper 
motor or pneumatic or hydraulic cylinders. 

iv. Sensors:  They are used to sense the internal as well as the external state to make sure the robot functions smoothly as a 
whole. Sensors involve touch sensors, IR sensor etc. 

v. Controller: It is used to control the actuators based on the sensor feedback and thus control the motion of each and every 
joint and eventually the movement of the end effectors. 
The choices of motors for the system were influenced mostly by availability on major motor retailer websites that had gear 
motors with the relative ranges for which we were interested in. We only investigate the websites with sufficient data to 
perform an analysis of the motor options. 

vi. Drive motor:The choices were then compared on categories of: best speed and torque match to estimated loads, mounting 
ease, and speed control. The price was considered as well though the aforementioned criteria were held far above this as the 
motor prices were well within the stated budget. Operating speed and force to maintain the operating speed were estimated 
to be 1 foot/second and 1 pound force, respectively. Based on the wheels chosen, the wheel diameter was input to be 58 
millimetres. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIFICATION VALUE 

Number of axes 4 

Horizontal reach 230 mm 

Vertical reach 130 mm 
Drives 4 servo motors 
Configuration 4 Axes plus gripper. All axes completely independent. All axes can be 

controlled simultaneously. 
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vii. Barcode scanner:The barcode scanner needs to have USB output for simplicity with interfacing the collected data and the 
microcontroller that will interact with the library database. USB better facilitates the programming of the database interface, 
since Excel provides a simple interface that can be used with the C programming language to perform simple operations, 
such as checking if a book has been scanned twice or is repeated. This additional scanner feature simplifies the programming 
complexity required for library database interfacing and the book ordering algorithm. It must have a reading distance of at 
least 3 inches so that it will be able to read the barcodes of books on a shelf while mounted on the Librarian located adjacent 
to the shelf. Minimizing cost was important, since there is a chance that the barcode scanner will only be tested, and will not 
be used on the final prototype. 
 

viii. Book Placing Distance: 

 
Fig 3 Distance sensing methodology 

ix.   Rotary actuator: Rotary actuator is a device use to alternate the rotated position of an object. Just like the human wrist 
the actuator enables the rotation of an object, except that rotary actuators are available in a wide variety of models with 
different sizes, Torques, Rotation angles. The energy for the rotation is delivered by pneumatic pressure. The rotary actuator 
converts the air pressure from a linear motion to a rotating motion 

x.   H-bridge: This dual bidirectional motor driver is based on the very popular L298 Dual H-Bridge Motor Driver IC. This 
module will allow you to easily and independently control two motors of up to 2A each in both directions. It is ideal for 
robotic applications and well suited for connection to a microcontroller requiring just a couple of control lines per motor. 
Pin diagram of  of H-Bridge motor driver 

xi. Atmega 16 ciruit diagram: 

 
Fig 4 Pin diagram 

xii. Relay Driver ULN2003 
The relay driver uln2003 IC is a high voltage and current Darlington array IC, it comprises of 7-open collector Darlington 
pairs with common emitters. A pair of Darlington is an arrangement of two bipolar transistors. This IC belongs to the family 
of ULN200x ICs and various types of this family interface to various logic families. This ULN2003 IC is for 5V TTL and 
CMOS logic devices. These ICs are used as relay drivers as well as to drive a wide range of loads, line drivers, display drivers 
etc. This IC is also normally used while driving Stepper Motors. 
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VII. CAD DESIGN 
 

This CAD design is the result and further development will be made through the hardware designing of the library robot 
with the Cartesian coordinate system. Here the cad design is shown in the fig 5 
 

 
Fig 5 CAD design front view and back view 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper the picking and positioning of the object using the robotic arm with the clamp was dealt and the object is thus 
sensed using the barcode scanner and hence it is mainly designed for the library. And hence the height of the arm can be 
moved from the ground and thus and the clamp can rotate according to the direction of the book placed in the rack and 
hence the cost of this object is nominal and working operations of the arm is also simple. The main purpose of the arm is 
to reduce the human work and also accuracy. Hence this project is to give the way for providing bigger effective purpose 
for library applications. 
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